
Repatriation Refunds 

 (NOTE: Anyone who had overstayed his or her permit shall not qualify for a refund). 

  

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Further to the issuance of Government Gazette No.38098 dated 13 October 2014 several questions 

relating to the refund process the following questions need to be addressed. 

1. If a person entered on a Visitor’s Visa, received a study / work / own business permitfrom 

within South Africa and lodged the repatriation deposit when applying for the Study / Work / 

Own Business Permit, can you claim the repatriation deposit back now before 28th February 

2015? 

 Yes  

  

2. If you paid a repatriation deposit when applying for your retired permit and are still on a 

retired permit without applying for change of status, will you lose your repatriation deposit if 

you do not claim your repatriation deposit back before 28th February 2015? 

 No, the condition for your permit is still valid and effective until your permit expires of change 

status or granted permanent residence status. 

  

3. If you lodged the repatriation deposit with your visitor’s visa application and changed to a 

study / work / own business permit within South Africa, can you claim the repatriation deposit 

back now before 28th February 2015? 

 Yes 

  

4. If you have a repatriation deposit and have applied for change of status before 26th May 

2014 and do not apply for the refund of the repatriation deposit before 28th February 2015, will 

you forfeit your repatriation deposit? 

 Yes 

  

5. Can the deposit only be claimed from the country of origin at the South African Mission and not in 

the Republic of South Africa and failure to claim a refund by 28 February 2015 will result in the 

deposit forfeited to the State as unclaimed. 

 6.How is it feasible to ask immigrants to pay for a flight home to collect their deposit when that 

exercise may end up costing far more than the original deposit? 

 7. If an immigrant does then decide to pay for the flight home to collect the repatriation deposit, how 

is it feasible for them to have to buy another flight back to their home country as proof of final 

departure? This means, in effect, that each immigrant collecting their deposits from their country of 

origin would have to pay for 2 return flights in order just to collect their repatriation refund. Was this 

the intention? 

 8. What other options are there for immigrants to collect their refund, without having to go to their 

country of origin? 



  

Response to question 5 to 8  

There is no requirement that people are to travel and claim refunds at home. (Provided the 

applicant meets the requirements set up in the directive)  

 9. Are travellers with valid permits with expiry date beyond 28 February 2015 going to forfeit 

their deposits? 

  

No, they will claim when their permits expiry or when they have changes status, or have been 

granted permanent residence status. 

  

10. The DHA has, inadvertently (or deliberately?) put legal immigrants in a catch 22 situation 

where they lose if they do, and lose if they do not collect their deposits. It seems strange that 

immigrant students should lose substantial fees due to an amendment made after they already 

obtained their permits - Is this not a retraction of their original permits? 

  

No student will forfeit his or her repatriation deposit if his or her permit is still valid and they 

will only claim when their permits expire at the end of their studies. 

  

11. Can I be refunded if my status has changed from traveller/study /work permit to scarce skill 

permit and the new permit expiry is beyond the deadline? 

  

Yes 
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